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A high-quality physical education curriculum inspires all pupils to

succeed and excel in competitive sport and other physically-

demanding activities. It should provide opportunities for pupils to

become physically confident in a way which supports their health

and fitness. Opportunities to compete in sport and other

activities build character and help to embed values such as

fairness and respect.
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The national

curriculum for

physical

education aims

to ensure that

all pupils:

Ai
m

s
Develop competence to excel in a broad range of physical

activities

 

 
Are physically active for sustained periods of time

 

 

Engage in competitive sports and activities

Lead healthy, active lives



Pupils should develop fundamental movement skills, become increasingly competent and
confident and access a broad range of opportunities to extend their agility, balance and
coordination, individually and with others. They should be able to engage in competitive
(both against self and against others) and co-operative physical activities, in a range of
increasingly challenging situations.

Pupils should be taught to: 
 master basic movements including running, jumping, throwing and catching, as well as

developing balance, agility and co-ordination, and begin to apply these in a range of
activities 
 participate in team games, developing simple tactics for attacking and defending 
 perform dances using simple movement patterns. 
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Pupils should continue to: apply and develop a broader range of skills, learning how to use them in
different ways and to link them to make actions and sequences of movement. They should enjoy
communicating, collaborating and competing with each other. They should develop an
understanding of how to improve in different physical activities and sports and learn how to
evaluate and recognise their own success.

Pupils should be taught to:
  use running, jumping, throwing and catching in isolation and in combination
  play competitive games, modified where appropriate [for example, badminton, basketball,
cricket, football, hockey, netball, rounders and tennis], and apply basic principles suitable for
attacking and defending
  develop flexibility, strength, technique, control and balance [for example, through athletics and
gymnastics]
  perform dances using a range of movement patterns 
 take part in outdoor and adventurous activity challenges both individually and within a team 
 compare their performances with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to achieve their

personal best.
Schools are not required by law to teach the example content in [square brackets].SU
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Impact

Implementation

Intent

PE Purpose
Our Physical Education programmes enable all children to succeed and excel in competitive sport and other physically
demanding activities. It ensures opportunities to develop fundamental movement skills for pupils to become physically
literate which supports their health, fitness and athletic development. Competing in sport and other activities provide
hollistic development physically, technically, socially & psychologically. Schools may have additional intentions specific
to their demographic. 

Children will participate in 2 hours of curriciulum PE per week, accessing a variety of sports covering the National
Curriculum, detailed in the long term plan. Within this they will compete as part of a team, once per half term through
intra events and individually through weekly challenges to improve on their personal best in a specified area. Children
will also have access to a minimum of 1 extra curricular club and will represent the school a minimum of 3 times across
KS1 & 2. To help foster a lifelong love of sport and broaden their sporting repertoire. Links will be made to external
community clubs and opportunties through assemblies and after school club delivery. 

Pupils will attain fundamental movement skills that are key to being able to particpate in sport into later life. Through
their experiences of a high quality, hollistic curriculum they will gain the physical literacy, social, psychological and
technical confidence to apply these across different sports and environments. This will ensure that individuals have
the appropriate and robust concepts to sustainably participate in sport at the highest possible level they can,
benefitting from all the additional outcomes that this brings. 



Introduction

Supporting Scientific Research

Physical education (P.E.) in schools has become an important issue in the fight against obesity, physical inactivity (PIA) and
maintenance of general health. Research has shown PIA has become a major health concern today. PIA is strongly
associated with increased obesity, adolescent metabolic syndrome, and risk of cardiovascular diseases. Children who
engage in regular physical activity (PA) have a better mental and physical well-being,(1,2) including reduced risk of
cardiovascular diseases, preventing childhood obesity, improved bone density, social development, decreased feelings of
depression, and improved cognitive performance(3).
Despite the positive effects associated with PA observed in the last 20 years, PA has declined significantly among children(4-
5). Current data from the World Health Organization (WHO) indicates that many children do not meet the current
recommendations of 60 minutes of moderate-to-vigorous-intensity PA daily(6), therefore suggesting that a substantial
proportion of children worldwide can be considered as physically inactive. In addition to this, the recent UK Chief Medical
Officers’ Physical Activity Guidelines in September 2019 suggest that increasing physical strength throughout childhood,
through a variety of PA, has huge health benefits later in life. The most commonly anticipated effect of being exposed to P.E.
at a young age is socialization into PA, with a consequent increase in PA as an adult(7). However recent resrach has found
that children had varying understandings of the connections between their participation in physical education and physical
activity(8). This highlights the importance of supporting all children to make explicit connections between their learning in
physical education and their wider physical activity participation.
The National Curriculum in England for P.E. states how in KS2 pupils should ‘play competitive games’. Physical Foundations
see the benefit of introducing sport specific skills in early childhood development. However, in respect to the emerging body
of research, our specialist curriculum aims to maximise physical literacy (PL), long-term athletic development (LTAD),
developing strong social and psychological skills, all whilst building a wide range of sporting repertoire. 
Our curriculum is based on existing research in childhood development and accommodates physical, social and
psychological development. Our philosophy is simply to engage children in PA to live physically literate and sustainable
physically active lives.



Physical Literacy

Supporting Scientific Research

The concept of PL is not a new one and has become a key aspect of modern philosophies underpinning P.E. PL has many
different definitions, but Physical Foundations sees PL as being defined as the fundamental movement skills (FMS) that allow
a child to react and respond efficiently and effectively to the environment and to others with control in a wide range of
physical activities(9).
The scientific literature reports several reasons why developing PL is critical to long-term health. It has been shown that the
mastery of basic movement capabilities was already lower in overweight and obese children putting them more at risk of
being unable to achieve basic movement requirements on a daily basis(10). Reviews have identified a positive association
between FMS competency and PA in children and adolescents as well as an inverse association between FMS competency
and weight status(11). As a correlation exists between increased weight and increased health complications, PL plays an
important part of childhood development. Current research suggests P.E. in schools should have a PL approach inclusive of
the fundamentals including body control skills, locomotor skills, as well as sending-receiving skills, and object manipulation
skills(12).
Through this, PL ensures physical competency in a range of situations and environments. Physical Foundations are
passionate about physical and athletic development. We believe athletic development is overlooked in early childhood
development and some schools perceive athletic development (for children in primary schools) as something it’s not.
However, PL and athletic development both serve a purpose for childhood development both physically, but also socially and
psychologically. This is something we are passionate about sharing with the schools we work with. 



Long Term Athletic Development

Supporting Scientific Research

Although a number of existing development models are designed to optimise sporting talent towards a senior level, a
pertinent question that practitioners must ask is should we only be interested in developing young athletes? There will be
many children who opt to play sport only at a recreational level. In addition to this as current data would suggest, many do
not participate in organised sports or fail to accumulate the daily PA guidelines recommended by leading health
authorities(13). Consequently, it would seem intuitively naive to overlook the potential benefits of LTAD as a pathway that
could enhance the health, fitness, and performance of all children and adolescents. 
LTAD models are interpreted as a training philosophy exclusively for young athletes. However, researchers would argue that
for the long-term health benefits, the hallmarks of modern day LTAD models are not only appropriate but also essential for all
youth(14-15). These models display that for early and middle childhood development (ages 3-11) ‘training’ should have low
structure and focus on certain physical qualities. Most interestingly, sport specific skills (SSS) aren’t the biggest priority.
Therefore a chaotic looking P.E. lesson with lots of movement, speed, agility, decision making, exploration and social
interaction will be best practise in motivation for lifetime engagement in sports and PA. Physical Foundations try to emulate
this in every aspect of their delivery.
It is imperative from a public health perspective that a structured, progressive, and integrated approach to P.E. is viewed as a
development pathway for children and adolescents of all ages and abilities.
Physical Foundations uses PL and LTAD as a framework to work from to develop and create our specialist curriculum with the
goal of sustainable, long-term PA throughout life. Our curriculum provides children with the opportunities to develop
themselves hollistically through Physical Education. 



Physical Development
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Strands

Team Games
Individual Games

Linking Movement
Movement

Object Control
Self Control  

Fundamental 
Movements

 

Agility, Balance &
Coordination

 

Compete & Cooperate 
Challenges

 
 

Ownership
 

Striking & Fielding
 

Athletics
 

Dance & Gymnastics
 

Net & Wall
 

Invasion Games
 

Competitive
 Games

 

Performance 
Challenges

 

Movement 
Patterns

 



Vocabulary - I am becoming...........

Respectful
Responsible

 

Creative
Innovative

 

Confident
Understanding

 

Collaborative
Resilient

 

Reflective
Knowledgeable

 
 

Analytical
Independent

 
 

Adaptable
Aspirational

 
 
 

Competent
Healthy

 

Experienced
Determined
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Individual Games

Team Games
Movement 

Linking Movement
Self Control  

Object Control 

Fundamental 
Movements

 

Agility, Balance &
Coordination

 

Compete & Cooperate 
Challenges

 
 

Ownership
 

Striking & 
Fielding

 

Athletics
 

Dance &
Gymnastics

 

Net & Wall
 

Invasion 
Games

 

Competitive
 Games

 

Performance
Challenges
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Competitive
 Games

 

Movement 
Patterns

 

Performance
Challenges

 



To use space to assisst with
attacking and defending tactics
whilst developing sending skills

Lesson Sequence
 

Domain Objectives
 

Year

Brain
Adaptable

6-
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s

1-
 R

ev
is

it

Strand Objective

EY
FS

2

Autumn 1 Competence: Attacking & Defending
Play competitive games, modified where appropriate and apply basic principles suitable
for attacking & defending

1

Movement | Linking Movement

Fundamental Movements

2 - Dodge
3 - Space
4 - Send
5 - Link

Body
Creative

Behaviour
Confident

2 - Avoid
3 - Speed
4 - Strike
5 - Link

2 - Aware
3 - Space
4 - Navigate
5 - Link

To travel safely within a specified
area whilst manipulating a ball

Identify space and navigate it
successfully

Demonstrate a
range of

movements 
 

Use a range of
different

movement
patterns and

skills
 

Try new games
and activities

Try different ways
to achieve

success in a
variety of
activities

What have you
done that helped
you succeed in

an activity
 

Explain different
ways that you
could acheive

success

NC



Strand Objective

3

6

Autumn 1 Competence: Attacking & Defending

Apply attacking and defending
skills within a modified game

Domain Objectives
 

Year

4

5

Competitive Games
 

Invasion Games

2 - Attack
3 - Defend
4 - Compete
5 - Link

Body
Creative

Behaviour
Confident

Brain
Adaptable

2 - Maintain
3 - Regain 
4 - Reflect
5 - Link

2 - Dribble
3 - Pass
4 - Progress
5 - Link

2 - Space
3 - Pass
4 - Receive
5 - Link

6-
 A

ss
es

s

1-
 R

ev
is

it

Create and apply tactics to
maintain and regain possession

Use a variety of way to pass
opponents

Use space maintain, progress and
regain possession

Link movements
& skills to a
variety of
different

situations 
 

Apply connected
movements and

skills to
increasingly
challenging
situations to

achieve success

Demonstrate
your ability

within different
environments

 

Share your ideas
to achieve

success in a
variety of
situations

 

Can you
continually
overcome

problems with
strategies that
consider others

opinions
 

Work individually
and with others

to identify
multiple

solutions to
different
problems
presented.

NC Play competitive games, modified where appropriate and apply basic principles suitable
for attacking & defending

Lesson Sequence
 



Strand Objective

EY
FS

2

NC
Autumn 2 Competence: Combine & Sequence Movement Patterns

Develop balance, agility and co-ordination, and begin to apply these in a range of activities. Perform
dances using a range of movement patterns. Develop flexibility, strength, technique, control and balance

Use a variety of movements with
control to create patterns &

sequences

Domain Objectives
 

Year

1

Movement | Linking Movement

Fundamental Movements

2 - Pattern
3 - Plan
4 - Sequence
5 - Link

Body
Competent

Behaviour
Resilient

Brain
Reflective

2 - Move
3 - Combine
4 - Perform
5 - Link

2 - Move
3 - Travel
4 - Control
5 - Link

6-
 A

ss
es

s

1-
 R

ev
is

it

To link and perform movements
with control

Demonstrate fluency across a
range of movements

Be able to move
in ways to

demonstrate
control and
technique

 

Use specific
skills to

complete a set
task

 

Continue to
persever with
activities that

may be
challenging

Changes
application to an

activity to
achieve success

next time

Thinks about
how an activity

made them feel 
 

Describes what
has happened in
an activity and
ways to change

outcomes
 

Lesson Sequence
 



Strand Objective

3

6

Autumn 2 Competence: Combine & Sequence Movement Patterns
Develop balance, agility and co-ordination, and begin to apply these in a range of activities. Perform
dances using a range of movement patterns. Develop flexibility, strength, technique, control and balance

Create a performance linked to a
specific stimulus and style

Domain Objectives
 

Year

4

5

Movement Patterns
 

Dance & Gymnastics

2 - Style
3 - Sequence
4 - Perform
5 - Link

Body
Competent

Behaviour
Resilient

Brain
Reflective

2 - Compose
3 - Connect
4 - Combine
5 - Link

2 - Range
3 - Shape
4 - Phase
5 - Link

2 - Improvise
3 - Create
4 - Compare
5 - Link

6-
 A

ss
es

s

1-
 R

ev
is

it

Compose sequences to a stimulus
and perform with fluency

Use a variety movements to create
phases

Improvise & adapt movements to
create and repeat sequences

Apply skills
within more

complex
environments to

achieve an
outcome

Recognise
situations when
technical skills

need to be
applied and

perform them
with accuracy

Assess failure,
identify & apply
what you can

change to
improve

 

Identify success
& failure and,
apply ways to

improve
 

Reflect on your
performance
and identify

ways to improve
it
 

Discuss success
& failure within

your
performance

and agree ways
implement to
improvement

NC
Lesson Sequence

 



Strand Objective

EY
FS

2

NC
Spring 1 Competence: Agility, Balance & Coordination

Develop balance, agility and co-ordination, and begin to apply these in a range of activities. Play modified
game where appropriate.

Apply ways to travel and stop when
retrieving and sending an object

Domain Objectives
 

Year

1

Self Control | Object Control

Agility, Balance & Coordination

2 - Retrieve
3 - Collect
4 - Return
5 - Link

Body
Healthy

Behaviour
Responsible

Brain
Independent

2 - Speed
3 - Direction
4 - Control
5 - Link

2 - Speed
3 - Stop
4 - Change
5 - Link

6-
 A

ss
es

s

1-
 R

ev
is

it

Move in an increasing variety of
ways with control

Move in a variety of ways in a
specfied area

Describes
changes in their

body during
activity

 

Follows rules of
an activity

Keep your score
and try to

improve it each
time

Continues to
apply

themselves
within activities

 

Works as an
individual to

improve on their
personal best

 

Try your best
throughout the

activity and
explains what is

happening in
their body to

help

Lesson Sequence
 



Strand Objective

3

6

Competence: Agility, Balance & Coordination

To apply suitable striking
techniques to outwit an opponent

Domain Objectives
 

Year

4

5

Performance Challenges

Net & Wall

2 - Coordinate
3 - Accurate
4 - Outwit
5 - Link

Body
Healthy

Behaviour
Responsible

Brain
Independent

2 - Stroke
3 - Volley
4 - Serve
5 - Link

2 - Ready
3 - Aim
4 - Strike
5 - Link

2 - Throw
3 - Catch
4 - Rally
5 - Link

6-
 A

ss
es

s

1-
 R

ev
is

it

To apply a variety of striking
techniques within a modified game

To strike to targets in a variety of
ways

To send and receive with controlUnderstand the
different

elements of a
healthy lifestyle
and apply these

to improve
performance

Identify how
Physical Activity

can be
maintained and

seek out
opportunities 

Think about how
you can improve
as an individual
in a variety of

areas
 

What is the
impact of a

healthy lifestyle,
How can you
implement
aspects to
personally
improve

Seek new ways
and strategies
to develop your
skills to improve

performance.

Identify ways
other individuals

can improve
performance

and help them
to implement

these
 

NC
Spring 1

Develop balance, agility and co-ordination, and begin to apply these in a range of activities. Play modified
game where appropriate.

Lesson Sequence
 



Strand Objective

EY
FS

2

NC
Spring 2 Competence: Striking & Fielding

 Master basic movements including running, jumping, throwing and catching in isolation and combination,
as well as developing balance, agility and co-ordination, begin to apply these in a range of activities.

To be able to position yourself to
send and receive a variety of

objects

Lesson Sequence
 

Domain Objectives
 

Year

1

Self Control | Object Control

Agility, Balance & Coordination

2 - Position
3 - Coordinate
4 - Catch
5 - Link

Body
Innovative

Behaviour
Collaborative

Brain
Analytical

2 - Travel
3 - Send
4 - Catch
5 - Link

2 - Ready
3 - Aim
4 - Send
5 - Link

6-
 A

ss
es

s

1-
 R

ev
is

it

Travel, send and catch with control
and accuracy

Manipulate a ball in a variety of
ways

Identifies ways
to achieve

success

Can particpate
within a group

Works with
others and

agrese on ways
to complete

tasks

Demonstrates
following rules
within activities

 

Finds different
ways to

complete a task

Describes what
they have done

that helped them
succeed in an

activity
 



Strand Objective

3

6

Competence: Striking & Fielding

To understand and apply rules
within a modified game.

Communicate a plan and use a
variety of techniques to execute this

Lesson Sequence
 

Domain Objectives
 

Year

4

5

Competitive Games

Striking & Fielding

2 - Compete
3 - Communicate
4 - Confident
5 - Link

Body
Innovative

Behaviour
Collaborative

Brain
Analytical

2 - Send
3 - Field
4 - Refine
5 - Link

2 - Send
3 - Combine
4 - Apply
5 - Link

2 - Space
3 - Send
4 - Control
5 - Link

6-
 A

ss
es

s

1-
 R

ev
is

it

Use sending and fielding
techniques with accuracy to

achieve an objective

To apply sending and catching
skills within a modified game to

achieve success

To use space effectively when
sending an object to cause

problems for opposition

Apply a variety
of skills to find

solutions to
problems that

are posed

Use experience
gained from

other elements
to support you

in achieving
success

Contribute
ideas within a

group to
improve

performance
 

Repeatedly
evaluate and

apply your
teams plan to

achieve success.

Why did you
choose a

solution to a
problem and
what made it

succeed or fail

What skills do
you require to

be successful at
this activity.
How do they

connect to help
you achieve

NC
Spring 2

 Master basic movements including running, jumping, throwing and catching in isolation and combination,
as well as developing balance, agility and co-ordination, begin to apply these in a range of activities.



Strand Objective

EY
FS

2

NC
Summer 1 Competence: Fundamental Movements & Personal Best

 Develop flexibility, strength, technique, control and balance. Compare their performances
with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to achieve their personal best.

Competently throw, catch and
travel

Lesson Sequence
 

Domain Objectives
 

Year

1

Individual & Team Games

Compete & Cooperate 
Challenges

2 - Travel
3 - Send
4 - Skill
5 - Link

Body
Experienced

Behaviour
Understanding

Brain
Knowledgable

2 - Travel
3 - Throw
4 - Control
5 - Link

2 - Travel
3 - Jump
4 - Climb
5 - Link

6-
 A

ss
es

s

1-
 R

ev
is

it

Use variety and control when
travelling and throwing

Refine fundamental movement
skills

Can apply
themselves to a

variety of
activities

Can paticipate
succesfully

within group
based activities

Can describe
the skills needed
to be successful

within an
activity

Can explain the
differences

between
activities and the
skills needed to

participate
 

Demonstrate
fundamental

movement skills
in a variety of

elements

Understand and
explain the skills
that are required

to complete a
task

 



Strand Objective

3

6
To be able to combine a range of
running, jumping, throwing and

catching techniques with control

Lesson Sequence
 

Domain Objectives
 

Year

4

5

Movement Patterns

Athletics

2 - Travel
3 - Throw
4 - Combine
5 - Link

Body
Experienced

Behaviour
Understanding

Brain
Knowledgable

2 - Take Off
3 - Land
4 - Throw
5 - Link

2 - Travel
3 - Throw
4 - Apply
5 - Link

2 - Control
3 - Fluent
4 - Team
5 - Link

6-
 A

ss
es

s

1-
 R

ev
is

it

To jump, land and throw
 accurately 

Run, throw and jump in a variety of
ways with proficiency

Work individually and as part of a
team to show control, accuracy

and coordination when travelling

Understand the
specific skills
required to

participate in a
variety of
activities

Link skills
across a
variety of

activities and
perform skills

unique to
specific sports

Can you apply
specific skills

to improve the
outcome
within this

activity
 

Identify the best
way to achieve

success &
explain why this
is. How can you
further develop

these skills

Explain how
different skills

can be linked to
achieve success

Identify and
apply the

concepts to
achieve success
across a range

of elements

NC
Summer 1 Competence: Fundamental Movements & Personal Best

Develop flexibility, strength, technique, control and balance. Compare their performances
with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to achieve their personal best.



Strand Objective

EY
FS

2

NC
Summer 2 Competence: Compete & Cooperate

Participate in team games. Take part in outdoor and adventurous activity
challenges both individually and within a team

Plan solutions to challenges and
work within a team to improve

performance

Lesson Sequence
 

Domain Objectives
 

Year

1

Individual & Team Games

Compete & Cooperate 
Challenges

2 - Think
3 - Link
4 - Win
5 - Link

Body
Determined

Behaviour
Respectful

Brain
Aspirational

2 - Plan
3 - Travel
4 - Compete
5 - Link

2 - Search
3 - Find
4 - Return
5 - Link

6-
 A

ss
es

s

1-
 R

ev
is

it

To plan and perform a solution to a
set problem when competing 

To search, find and return objects
within a specified time

 Participates in
all activities to

achieve an
outcome

Listens to and
shows an

understanding
of rules

Follows
instructions and

rules of the
game

Continues to
apply

themselves
throughout
activities

 

Keeps trying to
improve on their

personal best

Look to
continuously
improve and

aspire to reach
the next

challenge



Strand Objective

3

6
To plan and participate in
orienteering and outdoor &

adventurous activities

Lesson Sequence
 

Domain Objectives
 

Year

4

5

Performance Challenges

Ownership

2 - Plan
3 - Participate
4 - Perform
5 - Link

Body
Determined

Behaviour
Respectful

Brain
Aspirational

2 - Orientate
3 - Navigate
4 - Locate
5 - Link

2 - Risk
3 - Speed
4 - Solve
5 - Link

2 - Follow
3 - Investigate
4 - Arrive
5 - Link

6-
 A

ss
es

s

1-
 R

ev
is

it

Orientate myself and others using
a map to navigate to different

locations

Work individually and as part of a
team to solve problems within a

specific time

Follow a planned route using cluesSet your own
target and adapt
this dependant

on your
performance

Respond to
success &
failure as

opportunities
to improve

Show
understanding
by listening &

applying
instructions to a
task to improve

performance
 

Discuss solutions
to a problem

within your team
and agree on a

plan to
implement

Think about and
set the next
challenge to

improve
performance

Link skills that
can enable you

to achieve
across different

domains

NC
Summer 2 Competence: Compete & Cooperate

Participate in team games. Take part in outdoor and adventurous activity
challenges both individually and within a team
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Prestructural - No Idea

Multistructural - Many Ideas

Unistructural - One Idea

Relational - Related Ideas

Extended Abstract - Extended Ideas



Thinking, Doing & Thinking

APPRECIATE
Doing

ACTIVATE

Thinking & Doing

APPLY
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PLAN, DO, REVIEW



Adaptations
      Can you select just 1 tagger
in your pair?

      Can you mark out an area to
play in or around using 3 cones?

     Can you try and tag your
partners back to win?

Equipment: 24 cones, 4 colours of bibs, 12 balls, 30 beanbags

Set up the area as shown.
Divide the children into 4
equal teams.
Body Tag - In pairs children
try to tag each other on their
knees, each tag is worth 1
point with the first person to 5
winning.
Now children try to tag each
others hips, then elbows and
finally shoulders.
Encourage children to tag
softly and use a variety of
movements to avoid being
tagged.

Organisation Competence: Attacking & Defending
Platform Activity 1 - Treasure Island 
Activate
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Adaptations
     Place treasure in all 3 zones
worth different values. 
   
     Can you travel with a ball
when passing the sharks? 
   
     Can you travel with a ball in
different ways?

One team are the sharks -
yellow and the other team are
the pirates - red. This can be
repeated over 2 areas. 
Treasure (blue beanbags) is
placed at one side of the
island, behind the sharks.
The sharks can only move
across their line. The pirates
must pass all 3 lines of sharks
to collect 1 piece of treasure &
return it to their side of the
island.
If tagged start again. Play for
a set amount of time & swap.

Organisation Platform Activity 1 - Treasure Island 
Apply



Adaptations
     Can you pass the sharks with
another pirate?

     Can you pass to another
pirate to get past the sharks?

     Can you organise where the
sharks will go?

Treasure is now replaced by
cannonballs (balls), placed in
a treasure chest (hoop)
behind the pirates.
Pirates now aim to transfer
the cannonballs from their
treasure chest to the sharks.
The sharks aim to tag the
cannonballs to prevent the
pirates from passing them.
If the cannonball is tagged
the pirates return and try
again.
The team with the most
cannonballs loses. 

Organisation Platform Activity 1 - Treasure Island
Appreciate



Classes are split into 5 groups each group collect a bag of equipment and set up their challenge. They play
for 5 minutes and then move onto the next challenge and so on until they have completed all 5. They repeat
this for a full half term, aiming to improve their personal best and link the competence into their PE Lessons. 
Alternatively these challenges can be used individually throughout the school day to increase activity and
repetition.
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Challenge yourself by moving the cones 3 steps
apart. Standing in the middle of your triangle try to
stop the ball hitting your cones by blocking or
catching it. Ask your teacher if you can play with 2
beanbags, you can only have 1 beanbag at a time.

 

Standing behind your cones try to roll or throw the
ball so it hits one of your partners cones. The first
person to hit all 3 wins. Have another go and try
using different types of throws.  

 

Battleships - Activity 1 of 6 
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Get Set

Get Going

Get Further

Equipment for 6 Children: 3 footballs, 18 cones, 6 beanbags

NC: Play competitive games, modified where appropriate and apply basic principles suitable for
attacking & defending

In pairs take 3 cones each and 1 tennis ball. Mark
out a triangle shape with your 3 cones, you need 1
step between each cone. Your partner can do the
same, about 10 steps away, opposite you. 
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